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abstract interpretation, verification, model checking, Erlang, distributed system 1 Introduction Growing requirements of industry and society impose greater complexity of software development. Consequently understandability, maintenance and reliability can not be warranted.
The best proof for this is given by the problems resulting of the year 2000.
Things get even harder whenever leaving the sequential territory and developing distributed systems. Here many programs run concurrently and interact via communication. This can e.g. yield problems like deadlocks or lifelocks. For the verification of concurrent systems model checking is a useful technique: A concurrent system is specified in a specification formalism, like CCS and the properties a system should have are specified in a formula, usually in temporal or modal logic. Under the assumption, that the operational semantics of the CCS specification builds a finite transition system the properties can be verified. In the next steps the Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or parl of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. ICFP '99 S/99 Paris. France specification gets more and more refined without changing the concurrent behaviour until you get the program.
In practice formal methods are not used in this strict kind.
First the system is a little bit specified and then people implement what they understand of the specification by hand and during the implementation the specifications are even changed again. Another problem is, that specification formalisms like UML or SDL are used, which do have too much expressive power and model checking gets undecidable. They usually do not even have a formalized operational semantics and it is not clear how to build a Kripke structure the formula can be checked on.
We want to extend model checking to programs written in real programming languages. This leads to the problem that the model checking problem in general is undecidable for system implementations using programming languages and properties described in interesting logics.
Hence we need abstraction [CC77, JN94, SS98] . We have found a good abstract interpretation, with the property, that the transition system defined by the abstract operational semantics includes all paths of the standard operational semantics (sop) and is, under some assumptions to the program, finite state. Because the abstraction can sometimes have more paths than the sop, it is only possible to prove properties that have to be fulfilled on all paths, like in linear time logic (LTL) . If the abstraction fulfills a property expressed in LTL, also the program fulfills it, but not vice versa. Because the abstraction has a finite transition systern, model checking is decidable here [LP85, Var96] .
In industry the programming language Erlang [AWV93] is used for the implementation of distributed systems. Erlang is a strict functional Ianguage with additional features for the creation of processes and the communication between processes independently of a process being executed on the same computer or somewhere else in the Internet.
We present an abstract interpretation tailored for Erlang. In Section 2 we define the syntax for a core fragment of Erlang and formalize an operational semantics in Section 3. A framework for abstract operational semantics over abstract interpretations for Erlang programs is defmed in Section 4 and two example abstractions are presented in Section 5. The decidability and an optimization is discussed in Section 6 and an example is verified in Section 7. Finally we conclude and discuss future work in Section 8.
2 Core Erlang -Syntax Let C be a signature for the predefined function symbols with arity, e.g. a set of them. As an example +/2 E C.
Let Var = {X, U, 2,. . .} be a set of variabIes and lltoms a set of atoms, e.g. {I, 2, fail,value,.
. .}. Let CF be a set of constructor functions with arity. In Erlang the set of constructors is fixed to
a constructor for building lists, a constructor for the empty list, constructors for building tuples of any arity and the atoms as constructor terms with arity 0.
The syntax of Core Erlang is defined as follows:
. , . ,&I -> e. I PP e ::= qb(el, . . . ,e,) ) X ) put = e 1 self ) el,e2 1 el!ea 1 case e of m end 1 receive m end ) spawn(f,e) m ::= pat,->el ; . . _ ;pat,-Be, pat ::= c(pat,, . . ,pat,) ( X All defined functions of a program build, extended with their arity, the set FS(p). 4 is an abbreviation for f/n E FS(p), F/n E C and E/n, where c/n E CF. We distinguish the constructors for building constructor terms from those used in pattern matching, because we will later handle them in different ways (CF := {c/n ) c/n E CF}). In every Core Erlang program a main function is defined: main/O E FS(p). Example 2.1 An example, we will later reuse, is the Core Erlang program po defined as:
The program creates a database process, that represents a state in which the database information is saved. The database is represented by a list of tuples consisting of a key and the corresponding value. The interface of the database are the messages {allocate, Key, P3 and Clookup , Key, P3 to allocate or lookup entries. The allocation is done in two steps. First the key is received and checked. If there is no conflict, the corresponding value can then be received and saved in the database. This exchange of messages in more than one step has to guarantee mutual exclusion on the database, because otherwise it could be possible that two processes &send keys and values to the database and they are saved in the wrong combination.
We will later prove that the database combined with two accessing clients will fulfill t,his property.
3 Core Erlang -Semantics Otherwise the result is Fail:
case reduces to the expression corresponding to the first pattern, that matches a given value. The function casematch yields a tuple consisting of the number of the first matching pattern and the corresponding substitution or Fail, if non of the patterns match the given value. Accordingly to this result case is reduced and the substitution is applied to the whole term to propagate the bindings yield by the pattern matching:
receive reduces in the same manner, but all values in the queue have to be considered.
In Erlang the chronological order is, that a pattern is successively matched against all values of the queue, before the next pattern is matched. This is formalized by the function queuematch, which yields additionally the position of the queuevalue which matches:
queuematch((pat,, . . . , pat,), (~1,. . . , R)) { (i,j, p), if match(pat,, vj) = p and = match(pat,,Wk) = Fail Vk < j and match(pat,, zIh) = Fail VI < i, h 5 u Fail , otherwise
These definitions of casematch and queuematch are difficult, but this cannot be impeded, because of the Erlang semantics. The variables bound by pattern matching occur free in the Core Erlang terms. To propagate theirinstantiation, we must substitute them in the whole term. Therefore a substitution yielded by pattern matching cannot only be applied inside the reduction context, we have to apply it to the whole term, which is done in the rules for pattern matching, case and receive.
The rules for concurrent reduction formalize the creation of a new process and the sending action, which extends the message queue of the process ~1. Finally we have to consider runtime errors. They can occur when a value should be send to a non-pid, e.g. a natural number, or a non instantiated variable should be reduced. Formally, error is defined as the empty set of states.
Remarks l
The (operational semantics ==+ is not confluent. The operational semantics ti is deterministic, considering only one process (including its queue). Every process can be reduced in at most one way, but this can have side effects on the behaviour of another process.
Abstraction
In the last, section we have defined the operational semantics of Core Erlang as a labeled transition system over sets of processes. Usually this labeled transition system has an infinite state space, because of the following facts:
1. arbitrarily many values may appear in the process terms and the queues (e.g. natural numbers) 2. the terms can grow arbitrarily, because of the contextfree structure of recursive functional programs 3. the queues can hold arbitrarily many values 4. arbitrarily many processes can be spawned
In the abstraction we want to reduce the state space to finite size, with the condition that every path of the operational semantics is also represented in the abstraction. In [NN97, ANN981 Amtoft, Nielson and Nielson present a method to analyse Concurrent ML programs. They extract the behaviour of a program, an abstraction, in the type inference and prove properties for the program using this behaviour.
Erlang is an untyped language and we cannot transfer this technique to Erlang. We have to find another approach, but we handle the possible reasons for the infinite state space in the same ways Amtoft, Nielson and Nielson do:
1. Arbitrarily values are represented by vablues of a finite domain.
We define a subclass of Core Erlang programs, in which programs do not have this property.
Th.is subclass covers a great part of practical applications and seems to be sufficient. In future work we will extend the abstraction to reduce the sometimes context-free state space to a regular (finite) one. and 4. We do not solve this problem here. But this is a usual way for handling it. E.g. a CCS specification can also have an infinite state space (arbitrarily many processes can be created) and the model checking problem for CCS and LTL is undecidable in general. But tools for the verification of CCS specifications, such as the concurrency workbench [CPSSO] , only work for the finite state case. We use the same basic approach and obtain a finite state transition system for Core Erlang programs that use only finite parts of the message queues and create only finitely many processes.
The main aspect is reducing the infinite set of values to a finite domain and describe how to calculate on it to simulate the real calculation.
In (NN97] this finite domain is the set of types occurring in the program and the behaviour is just a Concurrent ML program calculating on types. Using a finite domain in t'he abstraction, we are not able to sequel exactly the operational semantics, because some
For all qS/n E C U @, ~1,. . . , wn E CT&d and Gi C a(~) it holds, that #y$l,..., ;r,) 5 a(+A(W, . . . , %)).
(P2) For all pat E Pat, w E CTPid, G in the operational semantics are not decidable anymore.
Hence we replace the deterministic branches by potentially nondeterministic ones. The degree of nondeterminism depends on the concrete abstraction. We replace the concrete operational semantics of case and receive by abstract functions, which yield a set of the numbers of patterns that possibly match and the corresponding substitutions.
Also the constructor functions of the program need a different semantics. We cannot use the free interpretation anymore, because this could be incompatible with our abstract domain. Instead we use an interpretation which guarants that the result of its application on values is one of the possible values of the abstract domain.
We assume an abstract interpretation 2 = (A^,;, IZ, Q), with A^ a set of possible computation values, which can be restricted to a finite set in the concrete abstraction and Tan interpretation function defined on Again we write fz instead of q'(f). The abstract interpretation of values as pids is, in the sense of [CC77], a concretization, which we need here because we do not want to abstract from the process model. Communication between processes stays the same as in the sop.
We have to use an abstract variation on patterns 6t, because patterns are not static in Erlang. They can change at runtime. E.g. the pattern matching in the rule f (X> -> X=I3,41.
is no matching against a variable, but against the argument, X is bound to in the call. Therefore some parts of a pattern are statically defined and others are added at runtime, which are values of the abstract domain:
These non-static patterns are often used in Erlang, as the patterns Cvalue,V,P) and [CK,V) l-1 in the example pc. With these patterns it is possible to compare queue entries with dynamic values without extracting them from the queue. In the pattern {value, V,P) this is checking the equality of the third component of a message and the variable P, which is bound to a pid, received before.
Furthermore & c A^ x A^ is a partial order3 describing which values of A are more precise than others and (I: : CTpid -A^ is an abstraction function yielding the most precise representation of a calculation value in the abstract domain.
We extend E and o on patterns in the following way: JT (P,=% !wl, db',e7q) 22 nI, (P, EbbI, db', e, 4 : v2) lI, (p,E[vl !w2], q)(p', e,q)%perror It is defined analogously to +, except that the calculation may be non-deterministic at some points, defined by the abstract interpretation.
In Figure 4 .2 we only present the differences to ==+.
We now want to find a relationship between the states of the operational semantics ==+ and the states of the abstract operational semantics --A. Therefore we extend the partial order 52 A^ x A^ on Core Erlang terms T(A)), queues, processes, states and labels. In Definition 4.1 the extension on Core Erlang terms T(x) is defined. We only present this extension, the others are handled in the same way. The idea is that a term is smaller than another term iff all occurring values are smaller. The rest has to be the same. Let e E T(CTpid) and p be a finite substitution. FOT all p'g a(p), e'g cx(e) it hot&, thut p'(e')g a(p(e)).
Proof:
The only parts of a term, where a substitution has an effect, are the variables.
The rest of the term does not change and the lemma is fulfilled. This can be checked by an easy induction over the term structure.
'The only cases we have to consider are:
p(X) = v E CTpid. Because Fg a(p), F(X) = c E A^ with i; C a(~).
x $ dam(p) : p(X) = X and only Xq a(X). But for all FCJ o(p) also F(X) = x. Lemma 4.3 (Correctness of -2)
Let A^ be an abstract interpretation that fulfills the properties (Pl)-(P5). Ifs&t then for all s'CJ a(s) edsts t'CJ a(t) and b bCJ (y(a) such that s'--+* A t'.
Proof:
The correctness of the abstraction can be proved by induction over the structure of the Core Erlang terms of the processes [Huc99] . 0 
The Operational Semantics
The "best" abstract interpretation is the one which calculates exactly the operational semantics ===+. Therefore we can fix the abstract interpretation to A^,,, = (CTpid,<= ,id) with:
. . ,?I,,.) = c(v1,. . . ,%) for all wi E CTpid qmatch) (pat, v) = match(pat, V) qcasematch) ( . We have to find another finite set on which we can calculate and decide some branches of the execution. In Erlang programs the use of constructors is very convenient. For our interests the relevant uses of constructors are the patterns. Hence in the abstraction we restrict the possible values for the computation to values that appear as patterns in the program. This is a finite subset of CT{IIUpid.
The occurring bottom symbols in these constructor terms represent subterms, from which we have abstracted.
E.g. Csucc ,I3 can represent Isucc,succ3, Csucc ,{1,233, or Csucc,73, where 7 is a process identifier.
To characterize, what it means that a representation in CT{l}Upid is more precise than another one we define a partial order dc CT{l)"pid X CT{I)UPid. To get a finite subset of CT{~)~pid we could restrict them to constructor terms with only depth k and only a finite set of atoms. The relevant atoms can only be found in the program, which we have to scan. At this we can also extract the relevant patterns and restrict the constructor terms to this extracted finite set. The functions ppats for the extraction of patterns can be found in Appendix A. The result of the scan is a finite subset of CTf~,~id), where pid is a constant representing pids and I stands for abstracted subterms.
In the example program po the extraction of patterns yields: , if vi E CTpid t/l < i < n -L , otherwise
For a constructor application we yield the best representation of the result obtained with the free constructor interpztation.
In the case that the free interpretation belongs to CT{llUpid we get the free interpretation. Possible matches (e.g. it is possible but not sure that a pattern matches I): We cannot decide if the real execution matches at this point, because of our abstraction. Hence it is possible that this pattern matches or it does not match and the subsequent patterns match, which means nondeterminism. This can be realized by extending the substitutions with a flag that indicates if a substitution is irrefutable or only possible.
As already mentioned in Section 3 we are allowed to use non linear patterns in Erlang. This means that a variable may occur more than ones in a pattern. The pattern matching only succeeds if these variables are bound to the same 5~~~l,,,...,Pk means: the subterms at the positions pI , . . ,pk in t are replaced by the term 1. The supremum always exists, because the set is directed and 3 is a cpo. expression in every part they occur.
Hence An exam:ple therefore is the mat,ching (X,X3=CC3,13,C1,333 h h w ic can match if both times I is the abstraction of the value 3. So a matching has to yield the substitution (Poss,[X/C3,3)]). We get the more concrete term C3,33 as CL,33 Lid (3,13.
First we define constants for the two kinds of calculated substitutions.
Irref = True
and Poss = Fa:lse
The result of matching a patt#ern against a constructor term can either fail or, if it succeeds, be either Irref or Poss in dependence of the cases discussed above. . -, uj/Vjl) are the non-overlapping parts.
With these auxiliary functions we can define the abstract interpretation for match, casematch and qu.euematch:
Tf (queuematch)( (patI, . . . , pat,), (~1, . . . , v,)) = ((6 A P> I match'bk, vj) = (-, PI ad match'@,, uk) # (Irref, -) Vk < j and match'(patl, 
Proof:
The proof can be found in [Huc99] . 0 Compared to [NN97] our approach is more general, because we are not restricted to one abstract interpretation, like types. If special values are relevant for the verification we can also consider these values, while the behaviour analysis is fixed to type inference and cannot be easily extended to other finite representations of the calculation values.
Decidability and Optimization
In this section we want to characterize a subset of Core Erlang progrzms with a finite state abstract operational semantics on df. For these programs LTL model checking is decidable and we can proof properties expressed in LTL for a program, if the abstraction fulfills these properties.
an An easy example for a Core Erlang program, which has infinite state space in the abstraction A^ is the following:
For this program --/ and '2 are identical and
. This infinite state space is a result of the context free structure of function calls. The first class of Core Erlang programs, with a finite state property, we can think of, are programs with only tail recursive calls. Here the size of the terms in the processes is limited by the right hand-sides of the program. Under the assumptions that only finitely many processes are spawned and the processes only use restricted parts of their message queues the abstract operational semantics is finite state6. These assumptions have to be made, because they are undecidable in general and otherwise good abstractions to finite systems are hard to find.
In the implementation this can be handled by restricting them to a fixed size and warning when exceeding. This usually happens on unfair scheduled paths and the warning shows a problem in the system design, which can be a hint to mistakes in the program. E.g. when a sending pre cess is much faster than the receiving process and the queue may overflow. This can especially happen when distributing processes on different architectures.
A message should then be send and the queue size does not exceed anymore. From the practical point of view the class of tail recursive programs is very restricted, because e.g no sub-calculations, such as the call of lookup in po, can be made. But programs with sub-calculations often also yield finite state systems (e.g. ~0) and are needed to achieve comfort in programming. An elegant description of these programs can be given by the notion of hierarchical programs. Core Erlang program, that spawns only a finite number of processes during its abstract operational semantics and that uses only finite parts of the message queues. The abstract operational semantics of p defines a finite transition system with respect to cr-conversion.
Proof:
The idea of the proof [Huc99] is that in every inner function call the number of possibly used functions at the inner positions is reduced and therefore the size of the Core Erlang terms is limited by the sum of all sizes of the right hand-sides.
cl
From the theoretical point of view it is nice to know, that model checking is decidable, but the transition system created for the abstract operational semantics is very large and cannot be represented in a computer for real applications. The main reason therefore is the explosion of state space in the interleaving semantics. The sequential parts of the execution are less relevant for the verification of the concurrent system and usually more than the half of all transitions are labeled with E. So it would be good to eliminate these sequential transitions like an &-elimination known from finite automata. We can use this technique here too, but we have to consider the nonterminating cycles, because they are possible paths of the system and have to stay to be complete with respect to a.
The implementation showed that &-elimination reduces the state-space, but most states with an c-transition also have a labeled transition, that has to be considered and cannot be eliminated.
For An easy case analysis on -off. 0
If our logic cannot distinguish the paths s ---+x~ t 5~~ t'
ads%-s/--i.--4 df t', we do not need to save both paths.
For an implementation of this state space reduction we execute sequential calculations as long as possible and only consider the states, where no sequential steps are possible anymore. Again we have to consider loops, which represent possible, infinite calculations.
Implementation
We have implemented the abstraction as a prototype. The logic we use is an extension of LTL with labeled next. state operator and without properties.
With this logic and :model checking we are able to prove some interesting properties for small Core Erlang programs, like mutual exclusion, the absence of deadlocks or properties like the program can always perform a special sending action.
For a demonstration how properties can be proved we have added two client processes accessing the database of Example 1 (Appendix C). We want to proof that mutual exclusion is provided by the database. This can be expressed by the property: If the database receives the message {allocate, -,p3 from a process p then it may not receive the message {value, -,p'3 from a process p' # p until it receives the message {value, -,p3). In extended LTL this can be expressed by the following formula cp = A G (?Callocate,-,p3
pG Pid 3 (T?Cvalue , -,p'3 U ?(value, -,p3),
where G means generally, U until and ?Iallocate,-,p3, that this labeled transition is performed on the path. During the execution only three processes are created and we can restrict Pid to three values and get a finite formula. The abstract operational semantics optimized with the maximal sequential calculation builds a transition system with 549 states7. Verifying the formula shows, that 'p is not fulfilled. The refuting path has a sequential cycle over lookup (I, I). The reason therefore is that we cannot decide termination in the abstraction.
Such paths occur in almost every abstraction and we have decided to eliminate these sequential non terminating paths in the tool. So a property can only be proved under the assumption that every called sequential function terminates.
The same assumption has to be made for the behaviour analysis presented in [JN94] and it seems to be difficult to find an abstraction where this is not required. For the lookup-function this assumption holds and we can prove that for every path 'p is fulfilled and also the sop (an infinite transition system) fulfills cp. Alternatively to the implementation of a prototype would have been a translation into Promela, the specification language of SPIN [Ho197] . This approach was made in the Java PathFinder [HP991 and the Bandera tool [DP98, HDL98]. Both present translations from Java (Ada) to Promela. The abstraction is a pm-process on the source code.
We have decided not to use this approach, because a translation is much more complicated than in imperative languages like Java. Erlang is a functional language and we have to simulate function calls in Promela. Also the communication model is very different in Erlang and the semantics of receive, which does not only access the first element of the message queue, would be hard to implement in Promela, 7The abstract semantics without the optimization has 5063 states which only allows buffered channels of a fixed size and access to only the first element of a channel. Furthermore, our abstrsction does not yield a program transformation on source code and has to be combined with tbe translation into Promela.
Another problem is the generation of counter examples. If a formula is not fulfilled, LTL model checking yields a (possibly infinite) path refuting the formula. There are two possibilities this can be estimatied. The path c,an also appear in ==+ and is a counter example for the program not fulfilling the property. Otherwise the path is an additional path. The abstract interpretation was to 'raw. Translating Core Erlang into Promela it will be hard to retranslate a refuting path in Promela to the correspondi:ng path in Erlang.
An advantage of the translation into Promela would be that in SPIN partial order reduction is implemented. But at closer inspection partial order reduction is only efficient if the independent actions are known. But the independence of two actions can better be estimated on the level of Erlang actions, e.g. two sending actilons to different processes are independent.
In the translated program th.ese independences can be hidden. So optimizing LTL model checking with partial order reduction on --+ 2 will be more efficient. As an example we could have defined the lookup-function in Example 2.1 with f oldr. This does not change --and the --' f property 4 can also be proven. The restriction to first-order programs can be omitted, but the definition of a class like the hierarchical programs gets more difficult.
Another approach for the formal verification of Erlang programs is chosen by Dam and Fredlund in [DaF98] . They use theorem proving combined with local model checking on the sop, without any abstrrtction.
It would be interesting to combine both techniques. Properties that can be proved with the abstraction are automatically proved and for the others theorem proving can be used. This could also be a technique for proving properties of programs with an infinite state space in the abstract interpretation.
We want to implement a tool that can be used in practice. Usually in LTL formulas propositions of states sre used. This makes a comfortable description of system properties possible. Therefore we must find a formalism to add these properties to the programs and use them comfortably in the formulas (e.g. a conjunction over all pids). For the practical use it is also necessary to reduce the state space, US- ret,, ret, U glo, U glo,) where (ret,, glo,) = tpats(e) (ret,, 910,) = tpats(m) ({pid}, rece U glo,) where (ret,, glo,) = tpats(e) (rec2, reci U glo, U glo,) where (reel, glo,) = tpats(e1) (7-ec2,glo2) = tpats (en) tpats ( We define a client process as an user interface for the access to the data base. The functions read and write are predefined functions which perform I/O as side effects. Therefore especially read is no function. In our abstract interpretation both are interpreted as constant functions yielding the value 1. Especially for read this is a good representation of the behaviour, because we want to consider all possible results. The function main is modified to start two processes behaving as clients. In an Erlang program it would not be suggestive to create two I/O performing processes in concurrency, but they could be created on different Erlang nodes (computers) to realize distributed access. The behaviour does not change distributing the processes.
